remote download + telematics

Improve customer service,
increase fleet efficiency, and
reduce costs with smartRTD+

smartRTD+ is a service that utilizes the full functionality of our smartRTD remote tachograph download device. It
provides rich telematics data and GPS vehicle tracking capability.
Knowing where and how your vehicles and drivers are performing is crucial for your business. With
smartRTD+ fleets get an easy-to-use telematics platform that gives you the insight you need to monitor and better
control your fleet.

_
How it helps.

Real-time fleet visibility.
smartRTD+ provides instant alerting
and 24/7 access from PC or
smartphone.

MPG and engine data.
Our CANbus data option gives you
insight into fuel/MPG, RPM, PTO
usage, and much more.

Reduce admin.
Our intuitive alerting and reporting
brings you key fleet information with
minimum effort.

Driving style & risk.
Our harsh driving scoring and
reporting enables you to take action
to reduce risk.

Grow productivity/efficiency.
More than ‘just tracking’ – we help
you to optimise your fleet and get
more work done.

No upfront hardware costs.
Our rental pricing model makes it
easy to get started with smartRTD+.

smartRTD+ is built around 3 core functions: GPS tracking, Fleet Management & Field Service.
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_
GPS tracking.
Deliver efficiency, improve security and make data-driven decisions to streamline
operations.



GPS tracking

With granular GPS positions you get
the data you need to resolve
disputes.

Alerts & reports
Be informed instantly and respond
quickly to key events. Run reports
for in-depth analysis.



POIs & Geofences
Protect vehicles, cargo and
equipment from theft or
unauthorized use.



Devices to suit any vehicle
The platform supports devices for
all requirements: HGV, vans, cars,
motorbikes, construction & plant.

_
Fleet Management.
Powerful and easy-to-use tools to reduce costs, increase productivity and
prevent accidents.
The options include:



Fuel monitoring

Set-up instant notifications for
abnormal use or indication of theft.



Maintenance
Automate maintenance checklists
and receive timely reminders.



Telemetry readings
Get vehicle data in real time and
receive alerts / reports on key
parameters.
Driver behaviour
Detect and manage speeding,
excess idling and harsh manoeuvres.

_
Field service / mobile workforce management.
Automate field service operations to increase productivity, reduce cost and refine
customer experience.



Job despatch
Assign jobs based on employee’s
location, skill set and current
workload.



Telemetry readings
Get vehicle data in real time and
receive alerts / reports on key
parameters.



Walkaround checks
Automate maintenance checklists
and receive timely reminders.



Driver behaviour
Detect and manage speeding,
excess idling and harsh manoeuvres.
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_
Apps.
The clear and easy-to-use app is available free of charge when you subscribe to
smartRTD+. The app is available for iOS and Android and provide a set of tools
for smart mobile resource management on any smartphone or tablet.
Managers can stay aware of all that is happening with the fleet, wherever
they are:




Locate vehicles and employees in
real-time.
Check journey history.




Manage field service workflow and
activity.
Receive notifications.

Drivers have an easy-to-use tool that keeps them informed and allows them to
be as efficient as possible.
The app allows drivers to:





Perform vehicle walkaround
checks and daily inspections.
Receive jobs and tasks.
Navigate to the next job





Collect electronic signatures.
Take pictures and attach to a job.
View colleagues and company
vehicles at a glance.

_
Additional functions.
smartRTD+ has a wide range of options to suit any type of fleet. They include:



Remote tachograph
download



CANbus / OBD data



Tyre pressure
monitoring



Temperature
monitoring



Car / van tracking



PTO monitoring

_
Pricing options.
All smartRTD+ solutions are competitively priced, and we offer 3 simple pricing
options:

_

_

_

Buy
Purchase the device
outright and then pay a
low ongoing monthly
service fee.

Rent
Pay a small set-up fee,
followed by an ongoing
rental.

Pay-as-you-Go
Our flexible PAYG option
allows you to cancel with
30 days’ notice.

To find out more, contact us on the number below.
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